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The maxim “Parochial Education = Educational Strangulation helps one to appreciate
that much of what we have been taught (in school) to believe may in fact not be so.
Although we take most of what we have been trained to believe as being points of
unquestionable fact, it fortunately doesn't require a great deal of fact to be applied to our
mental bindings before the light of truth exposes certain illogical falsities.
The following (what I have coined The Great American Riddle) is a mind exercise I
hope may help some to appreciate how we have been conditioned to accept certain
major falsities which literally shapes our own concepts of who we are without question.
Weigh first the following Scientific Fact, then answer as best you can the riddle:

SCIENTIFIC FACT
• Biologically it’s impossible for a human to go without water for more than six days
without experiencing electrolyte dysfunction, bio-deterioration and the shutting down of
major life sustaining organs due to an absence of proper cellular hydration.

!e Great Ame"can Riddle
How do 400-600 slaves (suffering in the stifling heat of a cargo hull, vomiting and
expelling copious body fluids) go FIVE MONTHS without drinkable water?
While you think of a logical answer, you may wish to also note that water having a far
greater weight (per cubic inch) than that of a human body is the very reason we float.
As the science of physics would demonstrate, having an adequate amount of drinkable
water aboard a clipper ship, enough to sustain the lives of 4-6 hundred enslaved
humans is in all reality scientifically impossible. The weight of the water alone would
without question cause the boat to sink at the dock. That’s simple physics!
Further still, while pondering a reasonable answer to the riddle, picturing the purposed
conditions; like that of a Hot Box, an improperly ventilated cargo hold with 400-600
bodies stacked 4 and 5 high suffering the stagnant fumes of Diarrhea, Perfuse Sweat,
Baking Rotted Flesh of Festering Wounds, Dead Bodies, Mildew and more may also
help one to gain a greater appreciate of how unlikely the transplanting scenario ever
actually took place as we have been lead so easily without question to believe.
If you are still clinging to the belief that the so called or so BRANDED (American) Negro
was in fact transplanted to this continent under the conditions as described above, you
may wish to view and benefit from the scientific and historical anthropological evidence
presented at TheMoorishDirectory.com .
IF YE SEEK, YE MAY FIND THAT MAN MAY COME TO KNOW THYSELF

